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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of the trial was to test the proposal that additional gas drainage capacity will improve (reduce) 
longwall tailgate gas levels. The three main benefits of reduced methane levels in the tailgate are: 

a. Enabling continuous production, 
b. Preventing HPI’s by maintaining methane levels below 2.5%, and 
c. Gaining tailgate access with diesel machines during maintenance periods 

2 INVESTIGATION TEAM MEMBERS 

List of Team Members 

Name Designation 

Casper Badenhorst Seamgas Manager 

Bevin Mulcahy Seamgas Superintendent 

Trevor Stay GM gas and infrastructure 

Trent Griffiths General Manager 

  

  

 

 

3 DOCUMENTS EXAMINED 

Citect data for the period 

Downtime reports. 

Gas trends and gas reads on surface skids. 

ERZC stat reports 

Undermanager’s reports 

Longwall downtime reports 
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4 DESCRIPTION OF TRIAL 

In order to increase overall goaf drainage capacity, 8 skids were sourced and connected to the goaf drainage 
pipe line, to provide additional flow. The suction for the 8 additional skids was by venturi and compressor and 
will be connected to deep goaf drainage holes that have normally been shut in and decommissioned. An 
additional 4 goaf holes will be placed on venturi to allow the vacuum plant to run at peak capacity of 8900ℓ/s. 
 
Before the trial started the pre-decommissioning flow and purity of each individual hole was assumed for 
when each goaf hole is reconnected, and the total goaf flow was calculated by adding all the flows of the 
goaf holes that will partake in the trial. 
 

 
 
Using the above table, it was calculated that a total of 15000ℓ/s of flow and 8700ℓ/s of methane flow will be 
achieved. This is similar to the overall rate planned with future expansion of the goaf drainage plant and the 
purchase of additional blower skids and flares. 
 
By venting the 12 goaf holes indicated in the table, a total of 6900ℓ/s of gas would be vented for the duration 
of the trial, since only the gas flowing to the plant can be flared. 
 
Dual skid connections were planned for the 2 front holes from the face as per previous practice. 
 
1. Additional skids were commissioned from 2 to 4 August, and maximum capacity was reached on 4 

August. Thereafter goaf holes were maintained on line as long as their TARP levels allowed, or until it 
had to be moved to a new location due to longwall retreat. All the additional skids were turned off from 
Friday 16 August, and the goaf was back to original drainage rates on Saturday the 17th of August. 
Cutting stopped on 15 August at 05:00. 

 
2. It was estimated that an average of 6900ℓ/s was vented to atmosphere for the entire trial period. This 

equates to 17,700t CO2eq of fugitive gas emissions per day. Grosvenor baseline gas emission threshold 
is 3780t CO2eq per day. At $17/t CO2eq of emissions over the threshold, venting at this scale can not be 
done without significant emission and financial implications. 

 

Grosvenor Emission Threshold 1 380 000 t CO2eq per year 

Grosvenor Emission Threshold 3780 t CO2eq per day 

Trial Emissions 6900ℓ/s methane 

Trial Emissions 17 700 t CO2eq per day 

 

Skid Make Trial Location
Expected 

Flow (l/s)
Source 

Location

Goaf Lost 

Flow (l/s)
Compressor Fuel Pod VPS or Venturi Comments Instruction

Crown GM008B N/A In place 0 JOY 08 FF0104 Venturi Active for Dev intersections Don’t touch
Crown GR02V053 800 In place 0 N/A N/A VPS Active - Adjacent Goaf Don’t touch
Crown GR03L001 1000 In place 0 SGCOMP1 FFO118 VPS Active - Goaf In place
Gasco GR03L002 650 GR03L018-2 350 N/A N/A Venturi Active - Goaf In place
Crown GR03L003 650 GM008V 0 SGCOMP2 FF0114 VPS Turned off - Can be moved Move from GM008V to GR03L003
Crown GR03L004 700 GM027V 0 N/A N/A VPS Turned off - Can be moved Move from GM027V to GR03L004
Crown GR03L005 700 GR02V055 0 N/A N/A Venturi Turned off - Can be moved Move from GR02V055 to GR03L005
Crown GR03L006 500 Spare 0 N/A N/A Venturi Spare Move from TG103 shed to GR03L006
Crown GR03L007 650 GR02V052 0 N/A N/A VPS Turned off - Adjacent Goaf Move from GR02V052 to GR03L007
Crown GR03L011 650 In place 0 SGCOMP7 FFO108 Venturi Active - Goaf In place
Gasco GR03L013 650 GR03L022A 0 SGCOMP4 FFO115 Venturi Turned off - In front of LW Move from GR03L022A to GR03L013
Gasco GR03L015 750 In place 0 SGCOMP16 FF0117 Venturi Active - Goaf In place
Crown GR03L016 600 In place 0 SGCOMP11 TKF45032 VPS Active - Goaf In place
Gasco GR03L017 650 In place 0 SGCOMP5 FFO106 Venturi Active - Goaf In place
Crown GR03L018 650 In place 0 SGCOMP13 FF0111 VPS Active - Goaf In place
Crown GR03L019 650 In place 0 N/A N/A VPS Active - Goaf In place
Gasco GR03L019-2 550 In place 0 N/A N/A Venturi Active - Goaf In place, source compressor
Gasco GR03L020 600 In place 0 SGCOMP3 FFO113 VPS Active - Goaf In place
Gasco GR03L020-2 600 In place 0 N/A N/A Venturi Installed ahead of face In place
Crown GR03L021 400 In place 0 N/A N/A VPS Installed ahead of face In place
Gasco GR03L026 750 In place 0 SGCOMP8 FF0119 VPS Active - Goaf In place
Gasco GR03V053 750 In place 0 SGCOMP6 FFO105 Venturi Active - Goaf In place
Gasco GR03V054 500 GR03L021-2 400 N/A N/A VPS Turned off - In front of LW Move from GR03L021-2 to GR03V054
Gasco GR03V055 500 In place 0 SGCOMP9 N/A Venturi Installed ahead of face In place
Crown MG103 31 CT 100 In place 0 N/A N/A VPS Active UIS hole Don’t touch
Crown MG103 38 CT 100 In place 0 N/A N/A VPS Active UIS hole Don’t touch
Crown MG104 28 CT 300 In place 0 SGCOMP12 FF0109 VPS Active UIS hole Don’t touch
Crown MG104-22CT 200 In place 0 SGCOMP 15 FF0107 VPS Active UIS hole Don’t touch

Crown MG104-40CT 200 In place 0 SGCOMP10 FFO112 VPS Active UIS hole Don’t touch

15050

10344

13350

8764

LW103 Flow

LW103 Methane

Total flow

Total Methane
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3. In reality, when the trial took place, total goaf drainage flow increased from 7800ℓ/s to 10500ℓ/s by 

turning on 8 additional skids on the goaf. The graph below illustrates goaf drainage flows, average goaf 
purity, production and gas exceedance HPI’s (star). 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

An average of 1127ℓ/s pure methane was vented to atmosphere for 13 days during the trial. This 
amounts to a total emissions cost of $563,000 for the trial. 
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4. Production statistics for 2019 indicate that the highest 7-day average ROM production was during the 
venting trial. 

 

 
 
 
 
5. The trend below shows a 13-week view of TG gas trends. The average TG gas levels before, at the start 

and during the trial period indicates that the trial was started on a reduced overall gas load, as TG gas 
levels declined from 23 June to 2 July (co-incidental with reduced longwall production), with the trial 
ramping to full capacity on 4 July. 
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6. The trend below shows significant weather change at the start of the trial period, resulting in a barometric 
pressure drop from 999hPa on the 4th of July to 984hPa on the 8th of July (days 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 of the trial). 
This event indicates that with the additional goaf flow, while not cutting, tailgate gas levels did not rise as 
significantly as would be expected during such a drastic barometric decline. 
 

 
 

7. The trend below shows percentage TG gas levels (purple), barometric pressure (green) and shearer 
position (red) with stars showing legislative gas exceedance HPI’s. The blue ribbons site the direct cause 
of the gas exceedance HPI that was reported to the DNRM in “Form 1A Notice of Confirmation for 
LW103 TG Methane Exceedance”. Based on this data it can be seen that HPI exceedences were nil 
through the period of the trial versus relatively frequent before the trail – albeit complicated by reduced 
longwall production (and a reduction of the baseline gas level) in the period before the trial started. 
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8. Even though diurnal atmospheric tide moved twice per day as expected, the majority of longwall cutting 
was done on a steadily climbing barometer, from 7 to 15 August. This may have enhanced the apparent 
effectiveness of additional goaf drainage. 

 

 
 

 
9. Goaf hole spacing during the trial period was 50m. As caving occurs, and connectivity is established to 

the fractured goaf, the new goaf hole impact tailgate gas levels immediately as the hole is within 30m 
from the face. As cutting continues and the face retreats from the newly flowing goaf hole, gas levels 
build up and the impact that hole has on the tailgate diminishes. This phenomenon has been observed 
many times, even before the trial. This leads to the conclusion that if goaf holes were spaced closer to 
each other than 50m, immediate relief will be experienced at a higher frequency as holes come on line in 
closer succession. This is the basis of the argument for 25m spaced goaf holes. 
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10. A ratio analysis of goaf drainage (methane flow, not total flow) and goaf stream methane reduction 
indicates that for every additional 5ℓ/s of additional methane drained, 1ℓ/s of methane was removed from 
the goaf stream (1:5). A constant ventilation volume of 70m3 was used in the calculation. 
 

 
 

Before venting (with 70m3/s ventilation volume) the goaf stream was contributing 0.94% CH4 (1.67%-
0.73%=0.94%) into the TG. This is 658ℓ/s of CH4 into the goaf stream. 

During venting the goaf stream was contributing 0.57% CH4 (0.69%-0.12%=0.57%) into the TG. This 
amounts to 400ℓ/s into the goaf stream. 

This indicates that the additional drainage, combined with no cutting, removed 258ℓ/s from the goaf 
stream 
 
 

11. An exploration hole was drilled in LW103 inby of the face position, in subsided goaf area and the gas 
content of all the seams from surface to the P-Seam was determined by laboratory testing. Test results 
indicate that 26% of the gas content of the Fair Hill Seam has been liberated. 
 
Examination of the same issue at Blakefield South into the possible source of goaf gas demonstrated 
that gas was arising from goaf seams in the neighbouring panel, i.e. gas migrating from P seam (and 
potentially the QA, QB, and GU seams) in the rib abutment zone around the longwall goaf – not 
specifically the caved goaf region. Borehole SGE does address this source of gas. Where this is the 
case lateral goaf hole drainage on the main gate side of the panel will assist in collecting this gas. This 
effect is clearly more pronounced where the gas content of the goaf seam in the rib abutment zone is 
higher i.e. inbye/deeper. 
 

 

  

Ratio Comparison

Pre-Trial Drainage Methane Flow 5160 ℓ/s

Pre-Trial TG 1.41%

Trial goaf stream 987 ℓ/s

Trial Drainage Methane Flow 6360 ℓ/s

Trial TG 1.07%

Trial goaf stream 749 ℓ/s

Methane Drainage Difference 1200 ℓ/s

Goaf Stream Methane Flow 238 ℓ/s

Ratio 1:5

19 July - 5 August

6 August - 16 August
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12. In an extension to the original trial on, 23 August 2019, additional gas drainage was applied to LW103 
goaf in order to reduce tailgate gas levels to below 1% CH4 for gaining tailgate access with diesel 
machines. 

 
12.1. The gas produced from the additional goaf holes was vented to atmosphere. The trend 

below shows the maintenance period on the 23rd of August, with declining gas levels in 
pink.  

 

 

12.2. The below trend indicates when the additional skids were turned on at 17:20 on the 
previous day. 
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12.3. The trend below shows when the skids were turned on and the reduction in the background 
gas levels in the hours before the maintenance window reduce from around 1.6% to about 
1.45% in 11 hours. The additional holes were turned on at the start of the climbing 
barometer, which aided in the reduction of the background gas levels. 

 

 

 

12.4. Indicated below: Gas levels were at 1.59% when cutting stopped at 04:00 and tailgate gas 
levels reduced to below 1% at 17:00. This indicates a 13-hour period to reduce gas levels 
by 0.6%. 
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12.5. Indicated below: When the barometer started climbing at 08:00, gas levels plateaued from 
08:00 to around 14:00 (when the barometer bottomed out). After 14:00, TG gas levels 
started to reduce as the barometer climbed again. This is a 6-hour period where no TG gas 
level progress was achieved. The barometer drop during this period is significantly sharper 
than usually experienced during the mid-morning drop. 
 

 
 

 
12.6. The table indicates the goaf holes that were on line during TG access venting. A total of 

10100ℓ/s drainage was achieved, 2100ℓ/s more than before the additional skids were 
turned on (7900ℓ/s on Wednesday 21 August).  

 

 

 

Total Flow L/S 

at STP

Methane Flow 

L/s at STP

VPS or 

Venting
Comments

746 589 VPS GR03L026 GMS10 Valve 100% open

1044 722 VPS GR03L001 GMS16 Valve 100% open 

623 378 VPS GR03L002 GMS09 Valve 100% open TG access

481 408 Venturi GR03L003 VIS04 Valve 100% open TG access

457 344 Venturi GR03L004 VIS03 Valve 100 % open TG access

618 372 VPS GR03V053 GMS11 Valve 100% open 

532 275 VPS GR03L019 GMS12 Valve 100% open 

682 384 VPS GRO3L020 GMS01 Valve 100% open 

556 386 VPS GR03L021 GMS15 Valve 100% open  

296 153 Venturi GRO3V055 GMS04 Valve 100% open 

683 398 VPS GRO3L022A GMS02 Valve 100% open 

608 389 Venturi GRO3L022A.2 VIS12 Valve 100% open TG access

593 273 Venturi GRO3L028 GMS06 Valve 100% open 

458 246 Venturi GRO3L023A GMS014 Valve 100% open 

565 382 VPS GRO3L024 GMS05 Valve 100% open 

349 236 Venturi GR03L024.2 GMS07 Valve 100% open 

501 282 VPS GR03L025 GMS08 Valve 100% 

302 170 Venturi GR03L025.5 GMS 08 Valve 100% 

10094 6387 Totals

GOAF LONGWALL 103
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12.7. When excluding the 6 hours lost during the barometer fall from 08:00 to14:00, the 2100ℓ/s 

additional goaf drainage reduced the gas levels from 1.59% to 0.98% in two windows, from 
04:00-08:00 and 14:00-17:00, a total of 7 hours to reduce TG gas levels by 0.6%. 

 

 

 
12.8. Before venting the goaf stream was contributing 0.94% CH4 (1.67%-0.73%=0.94%) into the 

TG. This equals 658ℓ/s of CH4 into the goaf stream. 
 
During venting the goaf stream was contributing 0.57% CH4 (0.69%-0.12%=0.57%) into the 
TG. This amounts to 400ℓ/s into the goaf stream. 
 
This indicates that the additional drainage, combined with no cutting, removed 258ℓ/s from 
the goaf stream. 
 
The ratio of drainage applied to goaf stream reduction is 1:6. 
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12.9. The trend below is from 21 August 2019, when cutting was stopped but no additional 
suction was applied. Gas levels reduced from 1.94% to 1.20% from 03:20 to 09:20 (6 
hours) when cutting was resumed on a falling barometer. 1.94% CH4 is 1360ℓ/s, while 
1.20% is 840ℓ/s. 
 
Basic ratios indicate that in 6 hours, on a steadily climbing barometer, TG gas levels 
reduced by 0.66% or 520ℓ/s without any additional drainage. 
 
This implies that on a steady or climbing barometer, tailgate access may be gained without 
additional gas drainage, if the prevailing gas levels at shutdown time is lower than 1.5%. 
The gas levels do not flatline as during times of barometric fall (see next subsection), but 
steadily reduces. 
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12.10. On 15/8/2019, TG access was required for diesel equipment, for which the TG gas levels 
must be below 1%. The table below shows that the TG access conditions for the 15/8 and 
the 22/8 were very similar. The only substantial difference is the period that additional 
drainage was applied before the start of the maintenance window, but this does not seem 
to have impacted the time taken to reduce gas levels to 1%. 
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The graph below shows the maintenance window, from the time cutting stopped, on the 
same scale. The time when 1% tailgate gas was reached is indicated by the cursor line in 
both graphs. It is evidet that the time taken to reduce the tailgate gas levels is very 
dependent on the barometer, when comapring the periods of 15/8 & 22/8 to 21/8 when no 
additional suction was applied. 
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12.11. On 6 August, while the longwall was stopped for maintenance, gas levels were being 
reduced in order to gain diesel access to the tailgate. At 08:00, all the additional venting 
trial holes were turns off and the tailgate gas levels immediately started rising. This was on 
a flat, high barometer, indicating that the gas production from the goaf were driving gas 
levels in the tailgate up where the gas levels were declining up to that point, and all other 
variables remained the same. The additional venting trial holes were turned on again at 
16:00, and the tailgate gas levels started declining 

 

 

 
12.12. TG Access trial observations summary: 

12.12.1. If additional drainage is required, it is vital to start the drainage window a minimum of 12 
hours before the maintenance window, to reduce background gas levels. 

12.12.2. Attempts to draw down gas levels to below 1% should be done outside of the main 
barometer fall window, which occurs between 10:00 and 16:00 daily. 

12.12.3. Notice of tailgate access requirements must be given in the weekly planning meeting in the 
week prior to the requirement, as it takes 4 days to move and reconstruct 4 VIS skids. In 
emergency circumstances, skids may not be as close to the face as what is ideal, as the 
window to set them up is shrunk. 

12.12.4. The use of additional venting skids will result in an increased volume of CO2 equivalent 
emissions. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

1. This was a short-term trial in which the only available way to substantially test increased goaf flow 
rates was to use venturis and vent the additional gas with associated costs of penalties under the 
Safeguard Mechanism.  Plans are already underway to provide additional drainage and flare 
capacity by use of blower skids. 

2. The trial appeared to start on gas levels that were already reduced. The additional drainage did not 
contribute to reducing gas levels from 1.41% to 0.89% prior to the trial. 

3. Goaf hole performance (flow and purity) is dynamic, as none of the holes turned back on for the trial 
performed the same as what they had before being turned off. The flows planned for the trial were 
not achieved. 

4. With additional drainage, a significant reduction in barometric pressure over the course of 5 days did 
not result in increased background gas levels, as would be expected without additional drainage. 

5. Reduction in gas levels and reduced production from 24 July coincides with gas exceedance HPI’s 
not occurring. 

6. Two HPI’s of the same mechanism (goaf fall) occurred, one a week before the trial and one on the 
day after the trial ended. This may indicate that increased goaf drainage could pull back the gas 
fringe behind the shields, thereby not forcing methane into the tailgate due to caving displacement. 

7. A steadily climbing barometer from 7-15 August, the period when most of the trial cutting was done, 
may have created suppressed background gas conditions which allowed continuous cutting, thereby 
giving the appearance that the additional drainage flow is what caused cutting to continue 
uninterrupted. 

8. Goaf holes coming into production has a direct impact on the tailgate gas levels. Having holes 
spaced closer together will offer relief in quicker succession than wider spaced holes and more 
drainage capacity nearer to the face where it is most effective. 

9. In this trial it appeared that for every additional 5ℓ/s of methane drained from the deep goaf, 1ℓ/s of 
gas is removed from the goaf stream.  So, while it appears to be effective it is not that efficient. Still, 
with the margins between background levels and HPI reportable exceedances so tight every litre of 
gas is important. 

10. A gas compliance borehole drilled into the subsided goaf has indicated that the Fairhill Seams 
retained 75% of it’s gas content and liberated 25% of it gas content. Due to the Fairhill Seams being 
150m below surface and 150m above the Goonyella Middle Seam, it is unclear whether or not the 
Fairhill Seams contribute to goaf gas levels. Other than the P-Seam, there is gas coming into the 
goaf (and the tailgate) from somewhere, it is not known where. This must be a priority of future work 
to improve pre-drainage practices and goaf/ventilation strategies. 

11. In order to have an increased probability of gaining tailgate access, additional venting can be done 
with additional skids to reduce tailgate gas levels. 

12. To gain tailgate access, additional drainage is required on the day before tailgate access is required, 
for 18-24 hours before entering the maintenance window. 

13. To gain tailgate access, additional drainage must be turned on at 16:00 on the previous day, to avoid 
the low barometer, which delays gas level reductions by 6 hours. 
 

 

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1. Additional goaf capacity must be sought with matching destruction capacity (flares) to avoid 
excessive emission costs. 

2. Install additional gas drainage capacity to assist with absorbing the impact of diurnal atmospheric 
pressure drops, and with reducing the severity of goaf falls forcing methane into the tailgate. 

3. Reduce goaf hole spacing to offer gas relief in quicker succession. 
4. Conduct further SGE analysis on identification for methane sources into the longwall goaf. 
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